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Abstract. Mutations within voltage-gated potassium (Kv) channels are
responsible for several inherited disorders including cardiac arrhythmogenesis and some forms of epilepsy. Early detection and treatment of these
diseases will be aided by further characterisation of Kv channels at the
level of both gene and protein. The latter requires identification of the key
residues involved in protein function. We have created robust sequence
profiles, in hidden Markov model format, of the key structural elements
of Kv channels using multiple sequence alignments of 937 proteins from
21 mammals. There are several applications for these profiles. Here we
report on the application of information theoretic analysis to highlight
key positions within each structural element. This analysis highlights
positions that are universally informative within the Kv channel family;
a dataset that includes all known functionally important residues plus
some additional sites that we propose are worthy of further experimental investigation. It also highlights residues that we hypothesise could be
important for the electrophysiological differences observed between Kv
channel subfamilies and are, thus, also worth further experimentation.
Further applications of the rigourous statistical sequence profiles that
we have created include use in deleterious SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) prediction methods, prediction of structural segment location
within new Kv sequences and improved alignments for comparative modeling of unknown Kv structures.
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Introduction

Voltage-gated potassium (Kv) channels are involved in a number of important
physiological roles including the generation of the heartbeat and transmission
of signals through the central nervous system. Mutations in genes encoding Kv
channels are associated with diseases such as epilepsy [1] and cardiac arrhythmogenesis, the latter of which sometimes occurs in apparently healthy patients
only upon administration of certain drugs[2].
Kv channel proteins are clustered into 13 homologous subfamilies. Channels
form via homo (all subunits the same) or hetero (subunits of different types)
tetramerisation of individual protein subunits. This diversity allows a large range
of channels with different electrophysiological properties to form. The common
topology for all Kv channel subunits is 6 transmembrane (TM) helices; S1 to S6
(Fig. 1). S1 to S4 constitute the voltage sensing domain and S5 and S6 constitute
the pore domain[3].
The way that a change in membrane voltage is transmitted from the voltage
sensing domain to the pore to regulate the flow of K+ is currently the subject
of much debate[4][5]. The role of each TM helix, and the association of different
subunits into channels with a range of properties, is also still unclear. Furthering our understanding of these channels is important because of the delicate
balance of electrical signals required for action potential generation and propagation; disruption of which can lead to disease phenotypes with potentially fatal
consequences.
Kv channels have been the subject of much experimental study both of the
functional effects of artificial mutants and the disease relationships of natural
variants (for instance we have gathered a set of more than 1000 known functionally characterised sequence variants [6]). We desired to build robust descriptors
of the evolution of Kv channels in general and within specific subfamilies to enable understanding of this large data set and the development of methods able
to predict functional effects of further natural and artificial variants. Here we
present the development of sequence patterns of evolutionary conservation in
hidden Markov model format and present a preliminary information theoretic
analysis that strongly supports this planned future application and interactions
with experimental workers to test predictions. Our analysis highlights known
functional residues and also indicates additional residues that may be functionally important in all Kv channels, or responsible for subtle differences in characteristics between subfamilies. Although mutations that severely compromise
function have been relatively easy to identify and assess, mutations that produce only subtle alterations in channel activity are more problematic to identify.
Such mutations are nonetheless likely to contribute to physiological differences
between individuals within the population and potentially predispose individuals to particular diseases. Being able to predict such mutations would be a major
step forward in understanding ion channel physiology.
Other applications of our sequence patterns are in the analysis of new Kv
channel sequences (for instance to predict TM segments where they significantly
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outperform generic predictors) and in improvements to alignments for comparative modeling studies.
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Fig. 1. Transmembrane (TM) Segment Topology in Kv Channels. Six TM helices,
denoted S1 to S6, traverse the lipid bilayer. S4 has several positive residues dotted
along its length which are responsible for sensing voltage changes across the membrane.
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2.1

Methods
Multiple Sequence Alignment Generation

A non-redundant set of 937 Kv sequences from 21 different mammals were extracted from Ensembl 47[7] and Interpro 16.1[8] using the gene ontology term
GO:0008076 (voltage-gated potassium channel complex). This was checked against
both the HUGO[9] and IUPHAR[10] nomenclature. Multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) of each subfamily were produced using MUSCLE[11], and manually curated in Jalview[12] with guidance from previously published alignments
and known structures[14][15][16]. The location of the 6 TM helices were assigned
by comparative modeling the consensus sequence of each MSA with a template
structure (PDB code: 2r9r [16]) of a rat KCNA family chimera, and by making
TM predictions for each sequence using HMMTOP2[17][18]. Once assigned, the
alignment within each TM segment was re-checked before being extracted; creating 6 TM alignments per subfamily. All the sequences for each TM were also
amalgamated and re-aligned to form a final alignment per TM that included all
the Kv sequences.
2.2

Emission Probability Distribution Extraction

Application of information theory to MSAs requires the formation of amino
acid probability distributions at each position. These can be created using count
data extracted from the MSAs themselves, but this will not account for bias
created by entries with high sequence identity or in MSAs where there are fewer
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sequences with which to create the distribution. To overcome these biases we
created, and calibrated, hidden Markov models (HMMs) of our MSAs using the
HMMER software suite[19]. We then extracted the emission probability of each
amino acid at each position. These probabilities are weighted using a method
described in [20] to account for highly similar sequences, and using Dirichlet
priors to account for alignments containing fewer sequences [21]. The HMM
output is actually scores for each amino acid in each position but these can be
converted into emission probabilities as described in [22]. This was done using
perl scripts.
2.3

Shannon Entropy and Kullback-Leibler Divergence Calculations

Shannon entropy (H)[23] relates to the amount of uncertainty associated with a
random variable or, in this case, associated with the amino acid, xi , at position,
X, within a TM segment.
H(X) = −

20
X

p(xi ) log2 p(xi ) .

(1)

i=1

H quantifies the degree of variability in each emission distribution: uniform
distributions have the highest entropy, while distributions in which all amino
acid probabilities are zero except for one have zero entropy. The entropy is the
information gain associated with a single message from the distribution.
We calculated the Shannon entropy for every position in each MSA using
emission probabilities extracted from our HMMs. We also wished to compare
subfamily MSAs with MSAs of all Kv sequences. To do this we calculated the
Kullback-Leibler divergence (D)[24] at each position, X. This quantifies the difference between a subfamily’s probability distribution (SS) and that of all Kv
sequences (AS), and is calculated using equation 2. D can be interpreted as
the amount of additional information gained when using SS instead of AS. Entropy and divergence calculations were performed using the R statistical software
package[31].
D(SS||AS) =

20
X

SSp(xi ) log2

i=1

2.4

SSp(xi )
.
ASp(xi )

(2)

Information Gain Comparisons

The MSAs for each TM varied in length, hindering direct comparison of entropy
and divergence per position. Hence, the consensus sequence for each HMM (acquired via a HMMER tool; hmmemit[19]) were aligned using MUSCLE and the
entropy and divergence were compared across the alignment. Positions with low
entropy and low divergence are hypothesised to be universally important for Kv
channel function; these are highly conserved across all Kv channels and invariant
between subfamilies. We thus we collated data on TM positions with D<0.5 and
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H<2.5. Subfamily-specific positions are hypothesised to have low entropy and
high divergence; these are conserved within sub-families but differ between them.
We thus collated data on TM positions with D>1.5 and H<2.5. Conversely it is
hypothesised that positions that are neither Kv-channel nor subfamily specific
will have high entropy and low divergence. We thus collated data on TM positions with D<0.5 and H>2.5. We deemed a position truly subfamily-specific if
it appeared for a single subfamily in the former dataset and 3 or more subfamilies in the latter; indicating that the information gain is exclusive to a single
subfamily. Threshold values of D and H were chosen arbitrarily upon inspecting
plots of these values for each TM for all subfamilies (data not shown).

3
3.1

Results
Multiple Sequence Alignments

84 multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) were created initially; one for each of
6 transmembrane (TM) helices per 13 subfamilies and one containing all Kv
channel sequences for that TM. These were used to build hidden Markov models
(HMMs) from which consensus sequences were emitted and used to create a
further 6 alignments; 1 per TM helix. These are shown in Fig. 2; revealing
the positions that were aligned and, thus, had their Shannon entropy (H) and
Kullback-Leibler divergence (D) calculated.
A
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F

Fig. 2. Kv Channel and Subfamily-Specific Consensus Sequence Alignments. Consensus sequences for Kv channels (labelled ’All’) and per subfamily for S1 through to
S6 (parts A to F respectively), which have been automatically aligned and manually
curated.
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3.2

Universally Informative TM Positions

TM helix positions that had entropy, H<2.5 and divergence, D<0.5 are shown
in Fig. 3, where they are highlighted on the Kv channel consensus sequence for
each TM helix.

S1;
S2;
S3;
S4;
S5;
S6;

VVSVLFVLVSIVALCLS
CIVWFTLEFLLRFV
LNILDLVAILPYYVTLLVEE
RLLRLLRILRILKLA
LAVGILIVFSALVYYAE
FAALCILAGILLFALPIPIIFNNFSAYY

Fig. 3. Universally Informative Transmembrane (TM) Positions. Positions within each
TM segment (S1 to S6) that have low entropy (H) and low divergence (D). These
positions are highlighted in bold on the Kv channel consensus sequence for each TM
helix.

3.3

TM Positions Informative for Specific Subfamilies

TM positions with H<2.5 and D>1.5 in one subfamily but H>2.5 and D<0.5 in
at least 3 others are shown in Fig. 4; highlighted on the Kv channel consensus
sequence for each TM helix. The subfamily that is specific to each position is
indicated adjacent to the consensus sequence with the corresponding residue
that appears in that subfamilys consensus in parentheses (Fig. 4).

S1;
S2;
S3;
S4;
S5;
S6;

VVSVLFVLVSIVALCLS
CIVWFTLEFLLRFV
LNILDLVAILPYYVTLLVEE
RLLRLLRILRILKLA
LAVGILIVFSALVYYAE
FAALCILAGILLFALPIPIIFNNFSAYY

[1; KCNC(F) 4; K CND(G) 9; HCN(P)]
[3; KCNF(G) 10; KCNU(G)]
[2; KCNQ(C) 8; KCNQ(V) 10; KCNU(P) 12; KCNQ(S)]
[1; KCNB(Q)]
[8; KCNQ(G) ]
[19; KCNF(P) 22; KCNG(H)]

Fig. 4. Subfamily-Specific Transmembrane (TM) Positions. Positions that have low
entropy (H) and high divergence (D) in one subfamily but high entropy and low divergence in others are highlighted in bold on the Kv channel consensus sequence for
each TM. The subfamily for which these residues are specifically informative is noted,
per residue, on the right hand side with the corresponding residue in said subfamily’s
consensus sequence in parentheses.
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Discussion

We have produced high quality multiple sequence alignments (MSA) containing
evolutionary information for Kv channel proteins in 21 mammals. These have
been used to build statistically rigorous sequence profiles for the main structural
elements common to all Kv proteins using hidden Markov models (HMMs). A
number of applications exist for these robust profiles;
– Prediction, and allocation, of each domain within new Kv sequences to a
higher degree of accuracy than generic predictors.
– Features with which to train machine learning models designed to predict
deleterious variants[25].
– Improved alignments for comparative modeling.
– Information theoretic analysis to determine positions within each profile from
which most information can be gained.
This paper reports preliminary findings in the latter application in an attempt to identify functionally important residues for Kv sequences in general,
and within specific subfamilies. Previous attempts to functionally characterise
Kv channels using in silico methods include application of machine learning to
identify the residues responsible for activation voltage [26], and statistical analysis of MSAs to identify residues that are co-evolved between the voltage sensor
and pore[27]. Ours is the first approach, however, to focus on the differences
between the Kv subfamilies. These differences will be more subtle and, thus,
harder to identify. This is compounded by the reduced number of sequences of
a particular subfamily type compared with those within the Kv superfamily in
general.
The majority of residues highlighted in our method as being universally informative (Fig. 3) are known functional residues:
– In S2; the Phe is implicated in stabilisation of gating charges as they traverse
the membrane. The Glu and Arg are part of a salt bridge network that
stabilise charged residues within the lipid environment[16].
– In S3; the Asp is part of the aforementioned salt bridge network. The Pro
effectively breaks S3 into 2 parts, allowing rotation of one with respect to
the other[16].
– In S4; the R residues sense a change in membrane voltage via electrostatic
interactions[28][29].
– In S6; the Gly hinge is required for channel gating. The Pro is part of a
PX[P or G] motif that produces a bend at the point where all the S6 helices
cross[3].
The only functionally important residues not highlighted in our analysis are
additional positively charged residues in S4. However, the gating charge is formed
by motion of 3-3.5 positive residues per subunit[30] and there are 5 potential
positions where these can reside within S4 (Fig. 2D). Hence, it may be that the
2 positions highlighted in our analysis are universal and the additional charge
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can be sited at any of the other potential positions. It is interesting to note
that our analysis highlights several residues that have not yet been implicated
as functionally important and, thus, worth further validation:
– In S1; the 2 Ser residues may be an important part of the recently suggested
interface between S1 and the pore helix[27], or may further aid charge stabilisation within the voltage sensor domain as indicated by Jiang et al[13].
– In S2; a Cys is implicated that may be important for structural stabilisation.
– In S3; a Leu that appears to be the key part of a leucine zipper type motif
– In S6; a Cys which, again, could be structurally relevant.
Our analysis has further highlighted residues that may be functionally, or
structurally, relevant in a specific subfamily. This is based upon the observation
that Kv channels form with a range of electrophysiological characteristics, such
that each subunit must contribute to the overall channel properties. The residues
that were highlighted are indicated in Fig. 4. It is worth noting that the residue
most often present in the subfamily for which each position is deemed important
(annotated in parentheses in Fig. 4), is often functionally interesting. That is,
apart from position 8 in S3 where in KCNQ proteins a Val replaces an Ala,
each substitution indicates a role for the new amino acid; glycines offer greater
flexibility, prolines break helices, charges are conserved but are more or less
delocalised. Unfortunately a search of over 1000 artificially-created, functionallycharacterised mutations did not yield any validation data for our highlighted
residues, though it also did not provide any to disprove our method. This is
due to a bias towards functional characterisation of specific subfamilies where
members are known to be heavily disease-associated. Design and execution of
further artificial mutagenesis experiments is required to validate our findings.

5

Conclusion

We have created statistically rigorous profiles of voltage-gated potassium (Kv)
channel transmembrane (TM) segments, in hidden Markov format, using multiple sequence alignments which have been carefully manually curated. These
profiles constitute evolutionary descriptors of Kv channel sequences in general
as well as those of each Kv subfamily. There are several important applications
for these profiles, including use as a feature with which to train methods to predict disease-causing natural sequence variants (the outcome of single nucleotide
polymorphisms; SNPs) to aid genotype-phenotype characterisation of Kv channels. The application reported here, however, is use of information theoretic
analysis to identify positions from which most information is gained per profile.
This analysis highlights universally informative TM positions within all Kv channels; a set that includes all known functional residues and some further residues
that we suggest are now worthy of further experimental characterisation. This
analysis also highlights TM positions that are only informative for a specific
subfamily. We hypothesise that these positions may be functionally important
for defining the electrophysiological properties for the subfamily in question but
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have been able neither to validate nor refute this hypothesis based on the body
of experimental data we have extracted from the literature. We, therefore, suggest that new experiments be designed and executed with the focus of probing
these potentially subfamily-specific residues.
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